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CHANGE REQUEST 
 

� 23.140 CR 117 � rev - � Current version: 4.9.0 � 

 
For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the � symbols. 

 
 

Proposed change affects: UICC apps�  ME X Radio Access Network  Core Network X 
 

 
Title: �   Updating references 
  
Source: � T2 
  
Work item code: � MMS  Date: � 03/05/2003 
     
Category: � F  Release: � REL-4 
 Use one of the following categories: 

F  (correction) 
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release) 
B  (addition of feature),  
C  (functional modification of feature) 
D  (editorial modification) 

Detailed explanations of the above categories can 
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900. 

Use one of the following releases: 
2 (GSM Phase 2) 
R96 (Release 1996) 
R97 (Release 1997) 
R98 (Release 1998) 
R99 (Release 1999) 
Rel-4 (Release 4) 
Rel-5 (Release 5) 
Rel-6 (Release 6) 

  
Reason for change: � A couple of reference in 23.140 are outdated: 

1.) With the transition from WAP Forum to OMA, the specifications for MM1 
stage 3 were handed over to OMA. The WAP/OMA specifications 
implementing REL-4 of MM1 are publically available (with "OMA candidate 
enabler" status) at OMA: www.openmobilealliance.org. In order to prevent 
any possible confusion this CR is proposed updating the references. 

2.) For referenced IETF drafts RFCs are now available 
  
Summary of change: � Updating references in 23.140; in particular references to WAP MMS 

specifications to reflect the migration to OMA 
  
Consequences if  � 
not approved: 

Implementers might get confused  
a.) by finding MMS MM1 stage 3 specifications for REL-4 onwards at OMA while 

these are not referred to from 3GPP’s MMS specifications and  
b.) by not finding REL-4 and onwards MM1 stage 3 at WAP Forum, and  
c.) by 23.140 refering to IETF drafts while RFCs are available  

  
Clauses affected: � Clause 2 
  
 Y N   
Other specs �  X  Other core specifications �  
affected:  X  Test specifications  
  X  O&M Specifications  
  
Other comments: �  
 
How to create CRs using this form: 
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Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.  
Below is a brief summary: 

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked � contain pop-up help information about the field that they are 
closest to. 

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word 
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be 
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name 
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings. 

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of 
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to 
the change request. 

 

2 References 

The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of the present 
document. 

• References are either specific (identified by date of publication, edition number, version number, etc.) or 
non-specific. 

• For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply. 

• For a non-specific reference, the latest version applies. In the case of a reference to a 3GPP document (including 
a GSM document), a non-specific reference implicitly refers to the latest version of that document in the same 
Release as the present document. 
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Code for Information Interchange". 
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for the Adaptive Multi-Rate (AMR) and Adaptive Multi-Rate Wideband (AMR-WB) Audio 
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RFC number once the Internet draft is approved within the IETF (IESG approval is scheduled to 
spring/summer 2001). 

[40] 3GPP TS 26.233: "End-to-end transparent streaming Service (PSS); General Description". 

[41] 3GPP TS 26.234: "End-to-end transparent streaming Service (PSS); Protocols and Codecs". 
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3 Definitions and Abbreviations 
… 
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CR-Form-v7 

CHANGE REQUEST 
 

� 23.140 CR 118 � rev - � Current version: 5.6.0 � 

 
For HELP on using this form, see bottom of this page or look at the pop-up text over the � symbols. 

 
 

Proposed change affects: UICC apps�  ME X Radio Access Network  Core Network X 
 

 
Title: �   Updating references 
  
Source: � T2 
  
Work item code: � MESS5-MMS  Date: � 03/05/2003 
     
Category: � A  Release: � REL-5 
 Use one of the following categories: 

F  (correction) 
A  (corresponds to a correction in an earlier release) 
B  (addition of feature),  
C  (functional modification of feature) 
D  (editorial modification) 

Detailed explanations of the above categories can 
be found in 3GPP TR 21.900. 

Use one of the following releases: 
2 (GSM Phase 2) 
R96 (Release 1996) 
R97 (Release 1997) 
R98 (Release 1998) 
R99 (Release 1999) 
Rel-4 (Release 4) 
Rel-5 (Release 5) 
Rel-6 (Release 6) 

  
Reason for change: � Two references in 23.140 are outdated: 

1.) With the transition from WAP Forum to OMA, the specifications for MM1 
stage 3 were handed over to OMA. The WAP/OMA specifications 
implementing REL-4 of MM1 are publically available (with "OMA candidate 
enabler" status) at OMA: www.openmobilealliance.org. In order to prevent 
any possible confusion this CR is proposed updating the references. 

2.) For a referenced IETF draft an RFC is now available 
  
Summary of change: � Updating references in 23.140; in particular reference to WAP MMS 

specifications to reflect the migration to OMA 
  
Consequences if  � 
not approved: 

Implementers might get confused  
a.) by finding MMS MM1 stage 3 specifications for REL-4 onwards at OMA while 

these are not referred to from 3GPP’s MMS specifications and  
b.) by not finding REL-4 and onwards MM1 stage 3 at WAP Forum, and  
c.) by 23.140 refering to an IETF draft while a RFC is available 

  
Clauses affected: � Clause 2 
  
 Y N   
Other specs �  X  Other core specifications �  
affected:  X  Test specifications  
  X  O&M Specifications  
  
Other comments: � Note that OMA specifications implementing REL-5 of MM1 are not yet available. 

Hence, the reference proposed is to the (available) REL-4 specifications in order 
to point implementers at least to the correct standardisation organisation, OMA, 
which is responsible for and commited to delivering these specifications. 
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The references will hence be updated once the REL-5 MM1 stage 3 
specifications become publically available at OMA. 

 
How to create CRs using this form: 
Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.  
Below is a brief summary: 

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked � contain pop-up help information about the field that they are 
closest to. 

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word 
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be 
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name 
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings. 

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of 
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to 
the change request. 

 

2 References 

The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of the present 
document. 

• References are either specific (identified by date of publication, edition number, version number, etc.) or 
non-specific. 

• For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply. 

• For a non-specific reference, the latest version applies. In the case of a reference to a 3GPP document (including 
a GSM document), a non-specific reference implicitly refers to the latest version of that document in the same 
Release as the present document. 

[1] 3GPP TS 22.140: "Multimedia Messaging Service; Stage 1". 
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… 

3.2 Abbreviations 
For the purposes of the present document, the abbreviations defined in [1] and [2] and the following apply: 

CDR Charging Data Record 
DCF DRM Content Format 
DNS Domain Name System 
DRM Digital Rights Management 
EMA Electronic Message Association 
E-Mail Electronic Mail 
ENUM Electronic Numbering 
FQDN Fully Qualified Domain Name 
GW Gateway 
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
IANA Internet Assigned Numbering Authority 
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force 
IMAP4 Internet Message Access Protocol 
MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions 
MM Multimedia Message  
MMS Multimedia Messaging Service 
MMSE Multimedia Messaging Service Environment 
MMSNA Multimedia Messaging Service Network Architecture 
MTA Mail Transfer Agent 
PDU Protocol Data Unit 
POP3 Post Office Protocol Version 3 
RADIUS Remote Authentication Dial In User Service 
RDF Resource Description Format 
RFC Request for Comments 
RTSP Real Time Streaming Protocol 
SDP Session Description Protocol 
SMIL Synchronised Multimedia Integration Language 
SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol 
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UA User Agent 
UAProf User Agent Profile 
URI Uniform Resource Identifiers 
VAS Value Added Service 
VASP Value Added Service Provider 
VPIM Voice Profile for Internet Mail 
W3C WWW Consortium 
WAP Wireless Application Protocol 
WIM WAP Identity Module 
WML Wireless Markup Language 
WSP WAP Session Protocol 
WTLS Wireless Transport Layer Security 
XML Extensible Markup Language 

… 

 

7 MMS Service Behaviour Description 

7.1 MMS services offered 
… 

7.1.3.1 Terminal Capability Negotiation 

An MMS User Agent shall support Terminal Capability Negotiation. An MMS Relay/Server should support Terminal 
Capability Negotiation. 

Within a request for delivery of an MM the recipient MMS User Agent shall be able to indicate its capabilities towards 
the recipient MMS Relay/Server. 

The recipient MMS User Agent may indicate its capabilities towards the recipient MMS Relay/Server by transmitting: 

• a set of information describing the terminal’s capabilities 

• a link (e.g. URI) to a database where the MMS Relay/Server can fetch a set of information describing the 
terminal’s capabilities, and/or 

• a differential set of information indicating changes to a previously indicated set of terminal capability information. 

The detailed definition of the specific mechanism for terminal capability negotiation shall be defined by the MM1 
implementation (WAP etc.). The mechanism for terminal capability negotiation shall ensure that the MMS Relay/Server 
is provided with the information describing the MMS User Agent’s capabilities within every request for delivery of an 
MM. 

E.g. in the WAP implementation of MMS, in case an underlying WSP session is established between the MMS User 
Agent and an intermediate WAP Gateway, the MMS User Agent indicates its capabilities towards the WAP Gateway 
only after the initial set-up of the underlying WSP session or spontaneously following a change in terminal capabilities. 
The WAP Gateway, however, caches the terminal capability information and passes these on to the MMS Relay/Server 
within every request for delivery of an MM. Intermediate proxies on the MM1 reference point may also be involved in 
terminal capability negotiation and/or content adaptation. 

Upon reception of such a delivery request the recipient MMS Relay/Server should use the information about the 
capabilities of the recipient MMS User Agent in preparation of MMs to be delivered to the recipient MMS User Agent. 
The MMS Relay/Server should adjust an MM to be delivered that contains media types and media formats that are not 
supported by the recipient MMS User Agent. This adjustment might involve the deletion or adaptation of those 
unsupported media types and media formats. 

The MMS User Agent’s capability information should include  
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• the maximum supported size of an MM,  

• the maximum supported resolution of an image,  

• a list of supported media types and media formats (e.g. MIME types),  

• a list of supported character sets,  

• a list of preferred languages, 

• the maximum supported colour depth, 

• an indication whether or not the recipient MMS User Agent supports streaming for the retrieval of MM contents as 
specified in clause 7.1.7. 

• an indication of which Digital Rights Management methods are supported by the recipient MMS User Agent for 
protecting MM elements as specified in clause 7.1.15. 

This information may include additional information related to the MMS implementation (WAP etc.). 

… 

7.1.15 Support for Digital Rights Management in MMS 

An MMS User Agent may support Digital Rights Management, DRM. The following descriptions apply when DRM is 
supported. 

An MM may include one or more DRM-protected MM elements. DRM protection of MM elements shall be performed 
according to [76], [77] and [78], with each MM element being protected separately. 

In particular, DRM protection shall neither be applied to an MM as a whole (MMS PDU), nor to any presentation 
description (e.g. SMIL) within an MM. 

Note: When “DRM message” according to [76] is used in MMS, i.e. DRM protection without content encryption, 
the DRM protection might be harmed by forwarding operations triggered by the MMS User Agent and 
carried out by the MMS Relay/Server (e.g. forwarding without prior retrieval). 

… 

8.7.8.1 SOAP Message Format and Encoding Principles 

… 

8.7.8.1.1 Binding to HTTP 

… 

8.7.8.1.2 SOAPAction Header Field 

… 

8.7.8.1.3 DRM-related media types in SOAP messages 

In case MM elements are DRM-protected these MM elements shall be of media types as defined in [76] and [78]. 

8.7.8.2 MM7 Addressing Considerations 

… 
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8.4.2 Routing Forward of a Delivery Report 

This part of MMS service covers the routing forward of a delivery report from recipient MMS Relay/Server to 
originator MMS Relay/Server. The involved abstract messages are outlined in Table 34 from type and direction points 
of view. 

Table 1: Abstract messages for routing delivery reports forward in MMS 

Abstract Message Type Direction 
MM4_delivery_report.REQ Request Recipient MMS Relay/Server -> originator MMS Relay/Server 
MM4_delivery_report.RES Response Originator MMS Relay/Server -> recipient MMS Relay/Server 

 

8.4.2.1 Normal Operation 

After successful discovery of its peer entity the recipient MMS Relay/Server shall route a previously created delivery 
report forward to the originator MMS Relay/Server using the MM4_delivery_report.REQ which contains MMS control 
information only. The originator MMS Relay/Server shall respond with a MM4_delivery_report.RES, which provides 
the status of the MM4_delivery_report.REQ if an MM4_delivery_report.RES was requested.  

Support for MM4_delivery_report.REQ and MM4_delivery_report.RES is mandatory for the MMS Relay/Server. 

8.4.2.2 Abnormal Operation 

In this case the originator MMS Relay/Server shall respond with a MM4_delivery_report.RES encapsulating a status 
which indicates the reason the delivery report was not accepted, if an MM4_delivery_report.RES was requested. 

8.4.2.3 Features 

Addressing: Both the address of the recipient (which is the MM originator) and the address of the originator (which is 
the MM recipient) of a routed forward delivery report shall be provided to the originator MMS Relay/Server in the 
addressing-relevant information field of MM4_delivery_report.REQ. 

Identification: In the MM4_delivery_report.REQ the recipient MMS Relay/Server shall always provide the original 
message identification of the MM that the delivery report corresponds to as obtained from the associated 
MM4_forward.req.  

MM Time stamping: The MM4_delivery_report.REQ shall carry the time and date of handling of the MM (e.g. 
retrieval, expiry, rejection). 

MM Status: The MM4_delivery_report.REQ shall carry the status of the MM delivery, e.g. retrieved, rejected, expired 
or indeterminate. The MM Status Extension may be used to provide more granularity. 

Acknowledgement Request: The recipient MMS Relay/Server may request a MM4_delivery_report.RES from the 
originator MMS Relay/Server acknowledging the successful reception of the delivery report. 

Request Status: The originator MMS Relay/Server shall indicate the status of the MM4_delivery_report.REQ in the 
associated MM4_delivery_report.RES if requested.  

Version: The MMS protocol shall provide unique means to identify the current version in the particular protocol 
environment.  

Message Type: The type of message used on reference point MM4 indicating MM4_delivery_report.REQ and 
MM4_delivery_report.RES as such. 

Transaction Identification: If the originator MMS Relay/Server requests an MM4_delivery_report.RES from the 
recipient MMS Relay/Server it shall provide a transaction identification within an MM4_delivery_report.REQ. The 
MM4_delivery_report.RES shall unambiguously refer to the corresponding MM4_delivery_report.REQ using the same 
transaction identification. 
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8.4.2.4 Information Elements 

Table 2: Information elements in the MM4_delivery_report.REQ. 

Information element Presence Description 
3GPP MMS Version Mandatory The MMS version of the recipient MMS Relay/Server as 

defined by the present document. 
Message Type Mandatory The type of message used on reference point MM4: “ 

MM4_delivery_report.REQ”. 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM4_delivery_report.REQ/ 

MM4_delivery_report.RES pair. 
Message ID Mandatory The identification of the original MM. 
Recipient address Mandatory The address of the MM recipient of the original MM. 
Sender address Mandatory The address of the MM originator of the original MM. 
Date and time Mandatory Date and time the MM was handled (retrieved, expired, 

rejected, etc.) (time stamp). 
Acknowledgement 
Request 

Optional Request for MM4_delivery_report.RES 

MM Status Mandatory Status of the MM, e.g. retrieved, expired, rejected 
MM Status Extension Optional Extension of the MM Status, to provide more granularity. 
MM Status text Optional Status text corresponding to the MM Status 

 

Table 3: Information elements in the MM4_delivery_report.RES. 

Information element Presence Description 
3GPP MMS Version Mandatory The MMS version of the recipient MMS Relay/Server as 

defined by the present document. 
Message Type Mandatory The type of message used on reference point MM4: 

“MM4_delivery_report.RES”. 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM4_delivery_report.REQ/ 

MM4_delivery_report.RES pair. 
Message ID Mandatory The Message ID of the MM which caused the delivery report 
Request Status Mandatory The status of the associated MM4_delivery_report.REQ. 
Request Status text Optional The text explanation corresponding to the Request Status 
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8.4.4.4 MM4_Delivery_report.REQ Header Mappings 

The mappings of the MM4_Delivery_report.REQ information elements to STD 11 headers is detailed in the table 
below. 

Table 4: MM4_Delivery_report.REQ Information Elements to  
STD 11 Header Mappings 

Information element STD 11 Header 
3GPP MMS Version X-Mms-3GPP-MMS-Version: 
Message Type X-Mms-Message-Type: 
Transaction ID X-Mms-Transaction-ID: 
Message ID X-Mms-Message-ID: 
Recipient address From: 
Sender address To: 
Date and time Date: 
Acknowledgement Request X-Mms-Ack-Request: 
MM Status X-Mms-MM-Status-Code: 
MM Status Extension X-Mms-MM-Status-Extension 
MM Status Text X-Mms-Status-text: 
- Sender: 
- Message-ID: 

 

The meaning of Recipient address is that of the original MM, from whose MMS User Agent this Delivery-report is 
being generated. The meaning of Sender address is that of the original MM, to whom the Delivery-report is being sent. 

The value of the STD 11 "Sender:" header is a system administration address, to which the corresponding response will 
be sent. 

The STD 11 "Sender:" header value is automatically set to the system address of the MMS Relay/Server. 

The STD 11 "Message-ID:" value is automatically generated by the MMS Relay/Server, in conformance to STD 11 [5]. 

The other header mappings from information elements are similar to those already described above.  
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8.4.4.8 Header Field Value Range 

MMS information elements that are mapped to standard STD 11 "header fields", i.e. which do not have an "X-Mms-" 
prefix, should be used according to [5].  

The rest of the header definitions used in this clause, including the mechanisms and pre-defined tokens, are described in 
an augmented Backus-Naur Form (BNF) defined in [48], similar to that used by RFC 822 [5]. Implementers will need 
to be familiar with the notation in order to understand these definitions. 

For the residual MMS information elements the following applies: 

X-Mms-3GPP-MMS-Version: 

3GPP-MMS-Version = "X-Mms-3GPP-MMS-Version" ":"  1*DIGIT "." 1*DIGIT "." 
1*DIGIT 

Note that the numbers MUST be treated as separate integers and that each may be incremented higher than a single 
digit. Thus, 2.1.4 is a lower version than 2.1.13, which in turn is lower than 2.3.0 Leading zeros shall be ignored by 
recipient MMS Relay/Server and shall NOT be sent. The version is according to the version of the present document 
(see also clause "Foreword"). 

X-Mms-Message-Type: 

Message-type = "X-Mms-Message-Type" ":" ( "MM4_forward.REQ" | 
"MM4_forward.RES" | "MM4_delivery_report.REQ" | "MM4_delivery_report.RES" | 
"MM4_read_reply_report.REQ" | "MM4_read_reply_report.RES" ) 

X-Mms-Transaction-Id: 

Transaction-id =  "X-Mms-Transaction-ID" ":" quoted-string 

X-Mms-Message-Id: 

Message-id =  "X-Mms-Message-ID" ":" quoted-string 

X-Mms-Message-Class: 

Message-class = "X-Mms-Message-Class" ":" ( Class-identifier | quoted-string 
) 

Class-identifier = "Personal" | "Advertisement" | "Informational" | "Auto" 

X-Mms-Expiry: 

Expiry-value = "X-Mms-Expiry" ":" ( HTTP-date | delta-seconds ) 

X-Mms-Delivery-Report: 

Delivery-report =  "X-Mms-Delivery-Report" ":" ( "Yes" | "No" ) 

X-Mms-Priority: 

Priority = "X-Mms-Priority" ":" ( "Low" | "Normal" | "High" ) 

X-Mms-Sender-Visibility: 

Sender-visibility = "X-Mms-Sender-Visibility" ":" ( "Hide" | "Show" ) 

X-Mms-Read-Reply: 

Read-reply = "X-Mms-Read-Reply" ":" ( "Yes" | "No" ) 

X-Mms-Ack-Request: 
Ack-Request = "X-Mms-Ack-Request" ":" ( "Yes" | "No" ) 

X-Mms-Request-Status-Code: 

Request-status-Code =  "X-Mms-Request-Status-Code" ":" ( "Ok" | "Error-
unspecified" | "Error-service-denied" | "Error-message-format-corrupt" | 
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"Error-sending-address-unresolved" | "Error-message-not-found" | "Error-
network-problem" |  "Error-content-not-accepted" | "Error-unsupported-
message" ) 

The meaning of the X-Mms-Request-Status-Code header field is further described in section 8.4.4.10 of this 
specification.X-Mms-MM-Status-Code: 

MM-Status-Code = "X-Mms-MM-Status-Code" ":" ( "Expired" | "Retrieved" | 
"Rejected" | "Deferred" | "Indeterminate" | "Forwarded" | "Unrecognised" ) 

X-Mms-MM-Status-Extension: 

MM-Status-Extension =  "X-Mms-MM-Status-Extension" ":" ( "Rejection-By-MMS-
Recipient" | "Rejection-by-Other-RS" ) 

The meaning of the X- Mms-Status-Extension header field is further described in section 8.4.4.11 of this specification. 

X-Mms-Read-Status: 

Read-Status = “X-Mms-Read-Status” “:” ( “Read” | “Deleted without being read” ) 

X-Mms-Forward-Counter 

Forward-Counter = "X-Mms-Forward-Counter" ":" 1*DIGIT 

X-Mms-Previously-sent-by 

Previously-sent-by = “X-Mms-Previously-sent-by” “:” 1*DIGIT “,” mailbox 

The address should be machine-usable, as defined by "mailbox" in RFC 2822 [5]. 

NOTE: The number indicates the chronological order of the submission and forwarding event(s). The number “0” 
is associated with the submission of the MM. A higher number indicates an event at a later point in time. 

X-Mms-Previously-sent-date-and-time 

Previously-sent-date-and-time = “X-Mms-Previously-sent-date-and-time” “:” 
1*DIGIT “,” HTTP-date 

The date should be machine-usable, as defined by "HTTP-date" in RFC 2616 [48]. 

NOTE: The number indicates the chronological order of the submission and forwarding events. The number “0” is 
associated with the submission of the MM. The number indicates the correspondence to the MMS User Agent’s address 
in the “X-Mms-Previously-sent-by” header field with the same number.  

8.4.4.11 MM-Status-Extension 

The table below indicates how the originator MMS Relay/Server should interpret the possible values of the X-Mms-
MM-Status-Extension header field.  

Table 47: MM Status Extension 

X-Mms-MM-Status-
Extension 

Meaning 

Rejection-by-mms-
recipient 
 

The corresponding MM-Status request was rejected 
because the intended recipient refused to receive a 
message (i.e., recipient does not want to retrieve). 

Rejection-by-other-rs The corresponding MM-Status request was rejected 
because the MMS Relay/Server of the intended 
recipient refused to receive the message. 
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8.7.4.4 Information Elements 

Table 5: Information elements in the MM7_delivery_report.REQ. 

Information element Presence Description 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM7_delivery_report.REQ/ 

MM7_delivery_report.RES pair. 
Message Type Mandatory The type of message used on reference point MM7 “ 

MM7_delivery_report.REQ”. 
MM7 Version Mandatory The version of MM7 supported by the MMS Relay/Server  
MMS Relay/Server ID Optional Identifier of the MMS Relay/Server 
Message ID Mandatory The identification of the original MM. 
Recipient address Mandatory The address of the recipient of the original MM. 
Sender address Mandatory The address of the VAS that submitted the original MM. 
Date and time Mandatory Date and time the MM was handled (retrieved, expired, 

rejected, etc.) (time stamp) 
MM Status  Mandatory Status of the MM, e.g. retrieved, expired, rejected 
MM Status Extension Optional Extension of the MM Status, to provide more granularity. 
MM Status text Optional Text description of the status for display purposes, should 

qualify the MM Status 
 

Table 6: Information elements in the MM7_delivery_report.RES. 

Information element Presence Description 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM7_delivery_report.REQ/ 

MM7_delivery_report.RES pair. 
Message Type Mandatory The type of message used on reference point MM7: 

“MM7_delivery_report.RES”. 
MM7 Version Mandatory The version of MM7 supported by the VASP  
Request Status  Mandatory The status of the associated MM7_delivery_report.REQ. 
Request Status text Optional Text description of the status for display purposes, should 

qualify the Request Status 
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Table I.10: Mapping MM1_delivery_report.REQ <- MM4_delivery_report.REQ 

Information elements in 
MM1_delivery_report.REQ 

STD11 Header fields in Ingress 
MM4_delivery_report.REQ 

Message Type - 
MMS Version - 
Message ID X-Mms-Message-ID 
Recipient address From: 
Date and Time Date: 
MM Status X-Mms-MM-Status-Code 
- X-Mms-MM-Status-Extension 
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Table K.7: MM4_delivery_report.REQ -> MM7_delivery_report.REQ 

Information elements in 
MM4_delivery_report.REQ 

Information  elements in 
MM7_delivery_report.REQ 

3GPP MMS Version - 
Message Type - 
Transaction ID - 
MM Message ID Message ID 
Recipient address Sender address 
Sender address Recipient address 
MM Date and time Date and time 
Acknowledgement Request - 
MM Status Code MM Status  
MM Status Extension MM Status Extension 
Status Text Status text 
- Transaction ID 
- Message Type 
- MM7 Version 
- MMS Relay/Server ID 
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8.7.2 Delivery Request 

… 

8.7.2.3 Features 

Authentication: The MMS Relay/Server may supply its own identifier as part of the request. 

Addressing: All relevant address information for the delivery of the message to the VASP – including the addressing 
information from the original message and from the MMS Relay/Server should be included in the relevant information 
elements of MM7_deliver.REQ. In the addressing information, it may be indicated whether a certain recipient address is 
meant for informational purposes only or to be used for routing. 

Previously-sent-by: The address(es) of the MMS User Agent(s) that submitted or forwarded the MM prior to the last 
forwarding MMS User Agent.  In the multiple forwarding case the order of  the provided addresses shall be indicated 
and the address of the originator MMS User Agent shall be marked, if present. 

NOTE: The address of the last forwarding MMS User Agent is carried in other addressing elements. 

Version: The MM7 protocol shall provide unique means to identify the version supported by both the MMS 
Relay/Server and VASP.  

Message Type: The type of message used on reference point MM7 indicating MM7_deliver.REQ and 
MM7_deliver.RES as such. 

Transaction Identification: The VASP shall provide an unambiguous transaction identification within a request. The 
response shall unambiguously refer to the corresponding request using the same transaction identification. 

Message priority and subject: The MMS Relay/Server may qualify the MM further by adding a priority and/or subject 
to the MM7_deliver.REQ.  This information will originate from the end-user’s original request. 

Linked message identification: The MMS Relay/Server will supply an identifier for the request that may be used by 
the VASP. 

Service code:  The VASP may mark the response to the message with a service code that will be transferred to the 
charging information for use by the billing system to properly bill the user for the service being supplied. 

Time stamping: The MM may include the date and time-of the most recent handling of the MM by an MMS User 
Agent (i.e. either submission or forwarding of the MM) a time stamp indicating the time of original submission. In the 
case of forwarding the MM7_deliver.REQ may carry the date and time of the submission of the MM. 

Reply-Charging: In case of reply-charging when the reply-MM is submitted within the MM7_deliver.REQ MMS 
Relay/Server should indicate that the message is free-of-charge reply. 

Content type: The MIME type of the multimedia content shall always be identified in the MM7_deliver.REQ. 

Content: The originator of the MM may supply content that is delivered to the VASP in the MM7_deliver.REQ. 

Request status: The MMS Relay/Server shall indicate the status of the request in the associated response. The reason 
code given in the status information element of the response may be supported with an explanatory text further 
qualifying the status.  
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8.7.2.4 Information Elements 

Table 1: Information elements in the MM7_deliver.REQ . 

Information element Presence Description 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM7_deliver.REQ/ 

MM7_deliver.RES pair. 
Message type Mandatory Identifies this message as a MM7_deliver request. 
MM7 version Mandatory Identifies the version of the interface supported by the MMS 

Relay/Server 
MMS Relay/Server ID Optional Identifier of the MMS Relay/Server 
Linked ID Optional Identifier that may be used by the VASP in a subsequent 

MM7_submit.REQ 
Sender address Mandatory The address of the MM originator. 
Recipient address Optional The address(es) of the intended recipients of the subsequent 

processing by the VASP or the original recipient address(es). 
It is possible to mark an address to be used only for 
informational purposes. 

Previously-sent-by Optional In case of forwarding this information element contains one 
or more address(es) of MMS User Agent(s) that handled (i.e. 
forwarded or submitted) the MM prior to the MMS User Agent  
whose address is contained in the Sender address 
information element. The order of the addresses provided 
shall be marked. The address of the originator MMS User 
Agent shall be marked, if present. 

Previously-sent-date-
and-time 

Optional The date(s) and time(s) associated with submission and 
forwarding event(s) prior to the last handling of the MM by an 
MMS User Agent (time stamps). 

Date and time Optional The time and date of the submission of the MM (time stamp). 
Reply-Charging-ID Optional In case of reply-charging when the reply-MM is submitted 

within the MM7_deliver.REQ this is the identification of the 
original MM that is replied to. 

Priority Optional The priority (importance) of the message. 
Subject Optional The title of the whole MM. 
Content type Mandatory The content type of the MM’s content. 
Content Optional The content of the multimedia message 

 

Table 2: Information elements in the MM7_deliver.RES . 

Information element Presence Description 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM7_deliver.REQ/ MM7_deliver.RES 

pair. 
Message type Mandatory Identifies this message as a MM7_deliver response. 
MM7 version Mandatory Identifies the version of the interface supported by the VASP 
Service code Optional Information supplied by the VASP which may be included in 

charging information.  The syntax and semantics of the content 
of this information are out of the scope of this specification. 

Request Status Mandatory Status of the completion of the request. 
Request Status text Optional Text description of the status for display purposes, should 

qualify the Request Status 
 

 

Annex K (informative): 
MM1, MM4 <-> MM7 header mapping 
… 
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Table K.5: Mapping MM4_Forward.REQ -> MM7_Deliver.REQ 

Information elements in 
MM4_Forward.REQ 

Information  elements in 
MM7_Deliver.REQ 

3GPP MMS Version - 
Message Type - 
Transaction ID - 
Message ID, - Linked ID, - (NOTE 1) 
Recipient(s) address Recipient address 
Sender address Sender address (NOTE 2) 
Content type Content type 
Message class - 
Date and time Date and time 
Time of Expiry - 
Delivery report - 
Priority Priority 
Sender visibility - 
Read reply - 
Subject Subject 
Acknowledgement Request - 
Forward counter - 
Previously-sent-by -Previously-sent-by 
Previously-sent-date and-time -Previously-sent-date-and-time 
Content Content 
- Transaction ID 
- Message type 
- MM7 version 
- MMS Relay/Server ID 
- Recipient address 
- Reply-Charging-ID 
NOTE 1: The Message ID over MM1 may or may not be mapped 
to the Linked ID over MM7. The Linked ID over MM7 may also 
be independent of the Message ID over MM1. 
NOTE 2: If the Sender Visibility flag is set over MM4, the Sender 
address from MM4 is not mapped onto MM7. 
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Annex F (normative): 
Configuration of MMS-capable UEs 
An MMS-capable UE may be configured with information about MMS connectivity and user preferences. A configured 
MMS-capable UE requires minimum user interaction for different MMS-specific purposes, e.g. accessing network 
infrastructure, composing mobile-originated MMs. MMS connectivity information and user preferences are described 
below.  

F.1 MMS Connectivity Information 
MMS connectivity information consists of a set of information elements needed to access network infrastructure for the 
MMS purpose. This includes bearer, protocols, and addresses of related access points. Two possible ways to provision 
an MMS-capable UE with MMS connectivity information are via the (U)SIM, cf. clause 7.1.14, and via over the air 
provisioning according to [55]. 

A list of information elements concerning MMS connectivity information is outlined below. Some of the connectivity 
information elements can also be used for purposes other than MMS. An MMS-capable UE can be configured with all 
or a subset of the listed elements depending on the provided service in terms of e.g. bearer, security, implementation 
protocol. Moreover, an MMS-capable UE can be configured with more than one sets of connectivity information for 
multiple access mechanisms, e.g. bearer, access type. Further information about the listed information elements for 
WAP MMS implementation can be found in [55] and [56]. 

MMS Relay/Server 

- address: the address of the associated MMS Relay/Server as defined in [56] 

WAP Gateway for WAP implementation of MMS (the terminology of the information elements as defined in chapter 
5.6 in [55] is given in parenthesis) 

- address: the address of the associated WAP Gateway. The address can be of different types, as indicated by the 
"type of address" (PXADDR)  

- type of address: indicates the type (e.g. IPv4, IPv6) of the "address" of the WAP Gateway (PXADDRTYPE) 

- port: indicates the port number specific to the address of the WAP Gateway (PORTNBR) 
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- service: specifies available service, e.g. connection-less, secured (SERVICE) 

- authentication type: indicates the authentication method used by the WAP Gateway (PXAUTH-TYPE) 

- authentication id: indicates the authentication identifier used for authentication by the WAP Gateway (PXAUTH-
ID) 

- authentication pw: indicates the authentication secret used for authentication by the WAP Gateway (PXAUTH-
PW) 

Interface to core network including access point for the core network (e.g. GGSN) and required bearer (the terminology 
of the information elements as defined in chapter 5.6 in [55] is given in parenthesis) 

- bearer: indicates the type of network (e.g. CSD, GPRS) (BEARER) 

- address: the address of the associated access point. The address could be of different types depending on the bearer, 
as indicated by the "type of address" (NAP-ADDRESS) 

- type of address: indicates the type (e.g. MSISDN for CSD, APN for GPRS) of the "address" of the access point 
(NAP-ADDRTYPE) 

- speed: indicates the speed of the connection for circuit switched bearers (LINKSPEED) 

- call type: indicates type of call for specific bearer (e.g. analogue for CSD) (CALLTYPE) 

- authentication type: indicates the authentication protocol used by the access point (AUTHTYPE) 

- authentication id: indicates the authentication id used for authentication by the access point (AUTHNAME) 

- authentication pw: indicates the authentication secret used for authentication by the access point (AUTHSECRET) 

For the storage of WAP Gateway Information and Interface to Core Network and Bearer Information on the (U)SIM 
only the binary encoding of information elements as defined in chapter 8 of [55] shall be taken into account, i.e. for 
each  information element (“attribute name” according to [55]) and for each predefined attribute value according to [55] 
the equivalent tokens shall be used. Non-predefined attribute values shall be represented by ASCII string encoding with 
NULL character termination in order to indicate the end of the attribute value. The “connectivity document” structure as 
defined in previous chapters of [55] shall not be used for the storage of WAP Gateway Information and Interface to 
Core Network and Bearer Information on the (U)SIM. 

F.2 User Preferences 
User preferences consist of a set of information elements with user-defined values. The set is a subset of information 
elements required for composing an MM. User preferences include following information elements. 

For the WAP implementation of MMS the corresponding header field names and their equivalent binary tokens as 
defined in [56] are given in parenthesis. For the storage of MMS User Preferences on the (U)SIM only these binary 
tokens shall be taken into account. The header field encoding according to [23] shall not be used for that purpose. 

- Delivery report (Delivery-Report, encoded as 0x06) 

- Read reply (Read-Reply, encoded as 0x10) 

- Sender visibility (Sender-Visibility, encoded as 0x14) 

- Priority (Priority, encoded as 0x0F) 

- Time of expiry (Expiry, encoded as 0x08) 

- Earliest delivery time (Delivery-Time, encoded as 0x07) 

Further information about the information elements, listed here, can be found in section 8.1.3 (Submission of 
Multimedia Message) of this specification. 

… 
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8.7.1 Submitting a VAS MM 

… 

8.7.1.3 Features 

Authorisation: The VASP must supply its own identifier or the VAS identifier as part of the request. 

Addressing: The VASP may direct the MM to a one or more subscribers or to a distribution list. In the addressing 
information, it may be indicated whether a recipient address is meant for informational purposes only or to be used for 
routing. In the addressing information, it may be indicated whether a recipient address has been encrypted or 
obfuscated. The originator of a submitted MM may be indicated in addressing-relevant information field(s) of the 
MM7_submit.REQ 

Version: The MM7 protocol shall provide unique means to identify the version supported by both the MMS 
Relay/Server and VASP.  

Message Type: The type of message used on reference point MM7 indicating MM7_submit.REQ and 
MM7_submit.RES as such. 

Transaction Identification: The VASP shall provide an unambiguous transaction identification within an 
MM7_submit.REQ. The MM7_submit.RES shall unambiguously refer to the corresponding MM7_submit.REQ using 
the same transaction identification. 

Linked message identification: The VASP will supply a message identifier when submitting a message, that defines a 
correspondence to a previous message that was delivered by the MMS Relay/Server to the VASP  

Message class,  priority, and subject: The VASP may qualify the MM further by adding a message class, a priority 
and/or subject to the MM7_submit.REQ.  

Service code:  The VASP may mark the content of the message with a service code that may be transferred by the 
MMS Relay/Server in the form of charging information for use by the billing system to properly bill the user for the 
service being supplied. 

Time stamping: The VASP may time stamp the MM. 

Time constraints: The VASP may request an earliest desired time of delivery of the MM. The VASP may request a 
time of expiry for the MM 

Reply-Charging: The originator VASP may indicate that it wants to pay for a reply-MM and convey the reply-
charging limitations (e.g. the latest time of submission and/or the maximum size of a reply-MM) in the 
MM7_submit.REQ. 

Delivery reporting: The VASP may request a delivery report for the MM 

Read reporting: The VASP may request a read-reply report when the user has viewed the MM.  

Content adaptation restriction: The VASP may request that the content of the MM will not be subjected to content 
adaptation. 

Content type: The MIME type of the multimedia content shall always be identified in the MM7_submit.REQ.  

Content: The VASP may add content in the MM7_submit.REQ. 

Message identification: The MMS Relay/Server shall always provide a message identification for an MM, which it has 
accepted for submission in the MM7_submit.RES.  

Request status: The MMS Relay/Server shall indicate the status of the MM7_submit.REQ in the associated 
MM7_submit.RES. The reason code given in the status information element of the MM7_submit.RES may be 
supported with an explanatory text further qualifying the status.  

Charged-Party: The VASP may indicate in the MM7_submit.REQ which party is expected to be charged for an MM 
submitted by the VASP, e.g. the sending, receiving, both parties or neither. 
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Message Distribution Indication: The VASP may indicate whether the content of the MM is intended for 
redistribution. 

8.7.1.4 Information Elements 

Table 1: Information elements in the MM7_submit.REQ . 

Information element Presence Description 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM7_submit.REQ/ 

MM7_submit.RES pair. 
Message type Mandatory Identifies this message as a MM7_submit request. 
MM7 version Mandatory Identifies the version of the interface supported by the VASP 
VASP ID Optional Identifier of the VASP for this MMS Relay/Server. 
VAS ID Optional Identifier of the originating application. 
Sender address Optional The address of the MM originator. 
Recipient address Mandatory The address of the recipient MM. Multiple addresses are 

possible or the use of the alias that indicates the use of a 
distribution list. It is possible to mark an address to be used 
only for informational purposes. It is possible to mark that a 
recipient address is provided in encrypted or obfuscated 
format. E.g. the address was originally provided in encrypted 
or obfuscated form in an associated MM7_deliver.REQ.  

Service code Optional Information supplied by the VASP which may be included in  
charging information.  The syntax and semantics of the 
content of this information are out of the scope of this 
specification. 

Linked ID Optional This identifies a correspondence to a previous valid message 
delivered to the VASP. 

Message class Optional Class of the MM (e.g. advertisement, information service, 
accounting) 

Date and time Optional The time and date of the submission of the MM (time stamp). 
Time of Expiry Optional The desired time of expiry for the MM (time stamp). 
Earliest delivery time Optional The earliest desired time of delivery of the MM to the 

recipient (time stamp). 
Delivery report Optional A request for delivery report. 
Read reply Optional A request for confirmation via a read report to be delivered 

as described in section 8.1 
Reply-Charging Optional A request for reply-charging. 
Reply-Deadline Optional In case of reply-charging the latest time of submission of 

replies granted to the recipient(s) (time stamp). 
Reply-Charging-Size Optional In case of reply-charging the maximum size for reply-MM(s) 

granted to the recipient(s). 
Priority Optional The priority (importance) of the message. 
Subject Optional The title of the whole multimedia message. 
Adaptations Optional Indicates if VASP allows adaptation of the content (default 

True) 
Charged Party Optional An indication which party is expected to be charged for an 

MM submitted by the VASP, e.g. the sending, receiving, both 
parties or neither. 

Content type Mandatory The content type of the MM’s content. 
Content Optional The content of the multimedia message 
Message Distribution 
Indicator 

Optional If set to “false” the VASP has indicated that content of the 
MM is not intended for redistribution. 
If set to “true” the VASP has indicated that content of the MM 
can be redistributed. 
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Table 2: Information elements in the MM7_submit.RES . 

Information element Presence Description 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM7_submit.REQ/ 

MM7_submit.RES pair. 
Message type Mandatory Identifies this message as a MM7_submit response. 
MM7 version Mandatory Identifies the version of the interface supported by the MMS 

Relay/Server 
Message ID Conditional If status indicates success then this contains the MMS 

Relay/Server generated identification of the submitted 
message.  This ID may be used in subsequent requests and 
reports relating to this message. 

Request Status Mandatory Status of the completion of the submission, no indication of 
delivery status is implied. 

Request Status text Optional Text description of the status for display purposes, should 
qualify the Request Status. 

 

 

8.7.2 Delivery Request 

… 

8.7.2.3 Features 

Authentication: The MMS Relay/Server may supply its own identifier as part of the request. 

Addressing: All relevant address information for the delivery of the message to the VASP – including the addressing 
information from the original message and from the MMS Relay/Server should be included in the relevant information 
elements of MM7_deliver.REQ. In the addressing information, it may be indicated whether a certain recipient address is 
meant for informational purposes only or to be used for routing. In the addressing information, it may be indicated 
whether the sender address has been encrypted or obfuscated. 

Version: The MM7 protocol shall provide unique means to identify the version supported by both the MMS 
Relay/Server and VASP.  

Message Type: The type of message used on reference point MM7 indicating MM7_deliver.REQ and 
MM7_deliver.RES as such. 

Transaction Identification: The VASP shall provide an unambiguous transaction identification within a request. The 
response shall unambiguously refer to the corresponding request using the same transaction identification. 

Message priority and subject: The MMS Relay/Server may qualify the MM further by adding a priority and/or subject 
to the MM7_deliver.REQ.  This information will originate from the end-user’s original request. 

Linked message identification: The MMS Relay/Server will supply an identifier for the request that may be used by 
the VASP. 

Service code:  The VASP may mark the response to the message with a service code that will be transferred to the 
charging information for use by the billing system to properly bill the user for the service being supplied. 

Time stamping: The MM may include a time stamp indicating the time of original submission. 

Reply-Charging: In case of reply-charging when the reply-MM is submitted within the MM7_deliver.REQ MMS 
Relay/Server should indicate that the message is free-of-charge reply. 

Content type: The MIME type of the multimedia content shall always be identified in the MM7_deliver.REQ. 

Content: The originator of the MM may supply content that is delivered to the VASP in the MM7_deliver.REQ. 

Request status: The MMS Relay/Server shall indicate the status of the request in the associated response. The reason 
code given in the status information element of the response may be supported with an explanatory text further 
qualifying the status.  
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8.7.2.4 Information Elements 

Table 3: Information elements in the MM7_deliver.REQ . 

Information element Presence Description 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM7_deliver.REQ/ 

MM7_deliver.RES pair. 
Message type Mandatory Identifies this message as a MM7_deliver request. 
MM7 version Mandatory Identifies the version of the interface supported by the MMS 

Relay/Server 
MMS Relay/Server ID Optional Identifier of the MMS Relay/Server 
Linked ID Optional Identifier that may be used by the VASP in a subsequent 

MM7_submit.REQ 
Sender address Mandatory The address of the MM originator. It is possible to mark that 

the sender address has been encrypted or obfuscated by the 
MMS Relay/Server. 

Recipient address Optional The address(es) of the intended recipients of the subsequent 
processing by the VASP or the original recipient address(es). 
It is possible to mark an address to be used only for 
informational purposes. 

Date and time Optional The time and date of the submission of the MM (time stamp). 
Reply-Charging-ID Optional In case of reply-charging when the reply-MM is submitted 

within the MM7_deliver.REQ this is the identification of the 
original MM that is replied to. 

Priority Optional The priority (importance) of the message. 
Subject Optional The title of the whole MM. 
Content type Mandatory The content type of the MM’s content. 
Content Optional The content of the multimedia message 

 

Table 4: Information elements in the MM7_deliver.RES . 

Information element Presence Description 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM7_deliver.REQ/ MM7_deliver.RES 

pair. 
Message type Mandatory Identifies this message as a MM7_deliver response. 
MM7 version Mandatory Identifies the version of the interface supported by the VASP 
Service code Optional Information supplied by the VASP which may be included in 

charging information.  The syntax and semantics of the content 
of this information are out of the scope of this specification. 

Request Status Mandatory Status of the completion of the request. 
Request Status text Optional Text description of the status for display purposes, should 

qualify the Request Status 
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3.1 Definitions 
For the purposes of the present document, the terms and definitions defined in 3GPP TR 21.905 [2] and 3GPP 
TS 22.140 [1] and the following apply: 

Abstract message: information which is transferred between two MMS entities used to convey an MM and/or 
associated control information between these two entities 

NOTE 1: The application protocol framework and technical realisation of MMS service features is described in 
terms of abstract messages in the present document. 

Delivery Report: feedback information provided to an originator of MM (MMS User Agent or VASP) by an MMS 
Relay/Server about the status of the delivery of an MM 

External Server: network entity/application of an external system such as Internet email, unified messaging system or 
facsimile to which MMs may be sent to and/or from which MMs may be received by an MMS User Agent via an MMS 
service provider 

NOTE 2: An External Server is connected to that MMS Service Provider via non-MMS-specific protocols.  

Forwarding MMS User Agent: MMS User Agent that is the intended recipient of an MM, that requests forwarding of 
the MM for delivery to other recipient(s) without having to first download the MM 

Forwarded MM: MM originally sent from a sender to an intended recipient which is then forwarded to other 
recipient(s) and to which a delivery report and/or read-reply report may refer and which may be subject to further 
forwarding 

Message ID: a unique identifier for an MM 

Message Reference: a unique identifier for an MM indicating the location of the MM 

MMBox: network storage associated with a user into which MMs, along with MM State and MM Flags, may be stored, 
retrieved, and deleted 

MM State: the state of an MM within the MMBox, as one of several, mutually-exclusive enumerated values 

MM Flags: a list of zero, one, or more keyword flags, defined by the MMS User Agent, associated with the MM 

MM Delivery: act of a recipient MMS Relay/Server delivering an MM to a recipient MMS User Agent 

MM Submission: act of an originator MMS User Agent submitting an MM to the originator MMS Relay/Server 

MMSNA: Multimedia Messaging Service Network Architecture encompasses all the various elements that provide a 
complete MMS to a user 

MMSE: collection of MMS-specific network elements under the control of a single administration 

MMS Relay/Server: MMS-specific network entity/application that is under the control of an MMS service provider 

NOTE 3: An MMS Relay/Server transfers messages, provides operations of the MMS that are specific to or 
required by the mobile environment and provides (temporary and/or persistent) storage services to the 
MMS. 

MMS User Agent: application residing on a UE, an MS or an external device that performs MMS-specific operations 
on a user's behalf 

NOTE 4: An MMS User Agent is not considered part of an MMSE. 

MMS VAS Applications: Applications providing Value Added Services (e.g. news service or weather forecasts) to 
MMS users. 

Original MM: (initial) MM sent from a sender to a recipient and to which a delivery report and/or a read-reply report 
and/or a reply-MM may refer and/or which may be subject to being forwarded 

Originator MMSE: MMSE associated with the sender of an MM 

Originator MMS Relay/Server: MMS Relay/Server associated with the sender of an MM 

Originator MMS User Agent: MMS User Agent associated with the sender of an MM 

Originator VASP: VASP which is sending an MM 
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Read-Reply Report: feedback information to an originator MMS User Agent by a recipient MMS User Agent about 
the status of handling/rendering of an original MM in a recipient MMS User Agent 

Recipient MMSE: MMSE associated with the recipient of an MM 

Recipient MMS Relay/Server: MMS Relay/Server associated with the recipient of an MM 

Recipient MMS User Agent: MMS User Agent associated with the recipient of an MM 

Recipient VASP: VASP which is receiving an MM 

Reply-MM: the first reply accepted by the recipient MMS Relay/Server (after checking the reply charging limitations, 
such as the latest time of submission) in case of reply-charging  

Service provider identification: an identification for a service provider, e.g. a domain name, MCC+MNC, or a subset 
of the IMSI identifying the service provider. It is possible for the MMS Relay/Server to host several service providers. 
Mechanisms for this are implementation- and operator-specific. 

Short code: Service provider specific address which is a string of alphanumeric characters 

SOAP Attachment: Multimedia content, e.g. audio, image, text, presentation or a combination of different media types 
and/or formats, transferred from an MMS VASP to an MMS Relay/Server or vice versa. 

Time stamp: The date, time and the additional information, e.g. UTC, GMT or time zone, which allows the 
unambiguous identification of time. 

Transaction: message pair sent between an MMS User Agent and MMS Relay/Server, or between MMS Relay/Servers 

 

3.2 Abbreviations 
For the purposes of the present document, the abbreviations defined in [1] and [2] and the following apply: 

CDR Charging Data Record 
DNS Domain Name System 
EMA Electronic Message Association 
E-Mail Electronic Mail 
ENUM Electronic Numbering 
FQDN Fully Qualified Domain Name 
GW Gateway 
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
IANA Internet Assigned Numbering Authority 
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force 
IMAP4 Internet Message Access Protocol 
MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions 
MM Multimedia Message  
MMS Multimedia Messaging Service 
MMSE Multimedia Messaging Service Environment 
MMSNA Multimedia Messaging Service Network Architecture 
MTA Mail Transfer Agent 
PDU Protocol Data Unit 
POP3 Post Office Protocol Version 3 
RADIUS Remote Authentication Dial In User Service 
RDF Resource Description Format 
RFC Request for Comments 
RTSP Real Time Streaming Protocol 
SDP Session Description Protocol 
SMIL Synchronised Multimedia Integration Language 
SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol 
SPI Service Provider Identification 
UA User Agent 
UAProf User Agent Profile 
URI Uniform Resource Identifiers 
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VAS Value Added Service 
VASP Value Added Service Provider 
VPIM Voice Profile for Internet Mail 
W3C WWW Consortium 
WAP Wireless Application Protocol 
WIM WAP Identity Module 
WML Wireless Markup Language 
WSP WAP Session Protocol 
WTLS Wireless Transport Layer Security 
XML Extensible Markup Language 
 
… 

8.7.2 Delivery Request 

… 

8.7.2.3 Features 

Authentication: The MMS Relay/Server may supply its own identifier as part of the request. 

Addressing: All relevant address information for the delivery of the message to the VASP – including the addressing 
information from the original message and from the MMS Relay/Server should be included in the relevant information 
elements of MM7_deliver.REQ. In the addressing information, it may be indicated whether a certain recipient address is 
meant for informational purposes only or to be used for routing. 

Version: The MM7 protocol shall provide unique means to identify the version supported by both the MMS 
Relay/Server and VASP.  

Message Type: The type of message used on reference point MM7 indicating MM7_deliver.REQ and 
MM7_deliver.RES as such. 

Transaction Identification: The VASP shall provide an unambiguous transaction identification within a request. The 
response shall unambiguously refer to the corresponding request using the same transaction identification. 

Message priority and subject: The MMS Relay/Server may qualify the MM further by adding a priority and/or subject 
to the MM7_deliver.REQ.  This information will originate from the end-user’s original request. 

Linked message identification: The MMS Relay/Server will supply an identifier for the request that may be used by 
the VASP. 

Service code:  The VASP may mark the response to the message with a service code that will be transferred to the 
charging information for use by the billing system to properly bill the user for the service being supplied. 

Service Provider Identification: The MMS Relay/Server may provide the SPI (Service Provider Identification) for the 
sender. In case a message is delivered to a VASP based on the recipient address, the MMS Relay/Server may provide 
the SPI for the recipient. The SPI information can originate from e.g. a user profile or a MAP query. 

Time stamping: The MM may include a time stamp indicating the time of original submission. 

Reply-Charging: In case of reply-charging when the reply-MM is submitted within the MM7_deliver.REQ MMS 
Relay/Server should indicate that the message is free-of-charge reply. 

Content type: The MIME type of the multimedia content shall always be identified in the MM7_deliver.REQ. 

Content: The originator of the MM may supply content that is delivered to the VASP in the MM7_deliver.REQ. 

Request status: The MMS Relay/Server shall indicate the status of the request in the associated response. The reason 
code given in the status information element of the response may be supported with an explanatory text further 
qualifying the status.  
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8.7.2.4 Information Elements 

Table 1: Information elements in the MM7_deliver.REQ . 

Information element Presence Description 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM7_deliver.REQ/ 

MM7_deliver.RES pair. 
Message type Mandatory Identifies this message as a MM7_deliver request. 
MM7 version Mandatory Identifies the version of the interface supported by the MMS 

Relay/Server 
MMS Relay/Server ID Optional Identifier of the MMS Relay/Server 
Linked ID Optional Identifier that may be used by the VASP in a subsequent 

MM7_submit.REQ 
Sender address Mandatory The address of the MM originator. 
Recipient address Optional The address(es) of the intended recipients of the subsequent 

processing by the VASP or the original recipient address(es). 
It is possible to mark an address to be used only for 
informational purposes. 

Sender SPI Optional The SPI of the MM originator. 
Recipient SPI Optional The SPI of the intended MM recipient, in case the MM was 

delivered to VASP based on the recipient address. 
Date and time Optional The time and date of the submission of the MM (time stamp). 
Reply-Charging-ID Optional In case of reply-charging when the reply-MM is submitted 

within the MM7_deliver.REQ this is the identification of the 
original MM that is replied to. 

Priority Optional The priority (importance) of the message. 
Subject Optional The title of the whole MM. 
Content type Mandatory The content type of the MM’s content. 
Content Optional The content of the multimedia message 

 

Table 2: Information elements in the MM7_deliver.RES . 

Information element Presence Description 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM7_deliver.REQ/ MM7_deliver.RES 

pair. 
Message type Mandatory Identifies this message as a MM7_deliver response. 
MM7 version Mandatory Identifies the version of the interface supported by the VASP 
Service code Optional Information supplied by the VASP which may be included in 

charging information.  The syntax and semantics of the content 
of this information are out of the scope of this specification. 

Request Status Mandatory Status of the completion of the request. 
Request Status text Optional Text description of the status for display purposes, should 

qualify the Request Status 
 

… 
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Table K.1: Mapping MM1_submit.REQ -> MM7_deliver.REQ 

Information elements in 
MM1_submit.REQ 

Information elements 
in MM7_deliver.REQ 

Recipient address, - Recipient address, - (NOTE 1) 
Content type Content type 
Sender address Sender address, - (NOTE 2) 
Message class - 
Date and time Date and time 
Time of Expiry - 
Earliest delivery time - 
Delivery report - 
Reply-Charging - 
Reply-Deadline - 
Reply-Charging-Size - 
Priority Priority 
Sender visibility - 
Store - 
MM State - 
MM Flags - 
Read reply - 
Subject Subject 
Reply-Charging-ID Reply-Charging-ID 
Content Content 
- Transaction ID 
- Message type 
- MM7 version 
- MMS Relay/Server ID 
- Linked ID 
- Sender SPI 
- Recipient SPI 
NOTE 1:The recipient address over MM1 may or may not be 
mapped to recipient address over MM7. The recipient 
address over MM7 may also be independent of the recipient 
address over MM1. 
NOTE 2: If the Sender Visibility flag is set over MM1, the 
Sender address from MM1 is not mapped onto MM7. 

… 
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Table K.4: Mapping MM1_Forward.REQ -> MM7_Deliver.REQ  

Information elements in 
MM1_Forward.REQ 

Information  elements 
in MM7_Deliver.REQ 

Recipient address Recipient address 
Forwarding address Sender address 
Date and time Date and time 
Time of Expiry - 
Earliest delivery time - 
Store - 
MM State - 
MM Flags - 
Delivery report - 
Read reply - 
Message Reference <Content>, Content Type, 

Subject, Priority  (NOTE) 
- Transaction ID 
- Message type 
- MM7 version 
- MMS Relay/Server ID 
- Linked ID 
- Sender SPI 
- Recipient SPI 
NOTE: The message reference is used to map fields and 
content from the original MM. The mapping of these fields is 
identical to the MM1_Submit.REQ/MM7_Deliver.REQ 
mapping in table K.1. 

 

Table K.5: Mapping MM4_Forward.REQ -> MM7_Deliver.REQ 

Information elements in 
MM4_Forward.REQ 

Information  elements in 
MM7_Deliver.REQ 

3GPP MMS Version - 
Message Type - 
Transaction ID - 
Message ID, - Linked ID, - (NOTE 1) 
Recipient(s) address Recipient address 
Sender address Sender address (NOTE 2) 
Content type Content type 
Message class - 
Date and time Date and time 
Time of Expiry - 
Delivery report - 
Priority Priority 
Sender visibility - 
Read reply - 
Subject Subject 
Acknowledgement Request - 
Forward counter - 
Previously-sent-by - 
Previously-sent-date and-time - 
Content Content 
- Transaction ID 
- Message type 
- MM7 version 
- MMS Relay/Server ID 
- Recipient address 
- Reply-Charging-ID 
- Sender SPI 
- Recipient SPI 
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NOTE 1: The Message ID over MM1 may or may not be mapped 
to the Linked ID over MM7. The Linked ID over MM7 may also 
be independent of the Message ID over MM1. 
NOTE 2: If the Sender Visibility flag is set over MM4, the Sender 
address from MM4 is not mapped onto MM7. 
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7.1.13 Support for Value Added Services (VAS) in MMS 

… 

7.1.13.4 Charging Information 

VASP may provide service codes that contain billing information that may be transferred to the MMS Relay/Server and 
passed directly to the billing system without intervention. 

If a commercial agreement between the VASP and the recipient exists, the VASP may provide an indication to the 
MMS Relay/Server which party is expected to be charged for an MM submitted by the VASP, e.g. the sending, 
receiving, both parties or neither. 

NOTE:  Warning. Allowing a VASP to indicate which party is expected to be charged may lead to abuse. How 
to protect against this abuse is not in the scope of this specification. 

If a commercial agreement between the MMSE to which the VASP is connected and a third party exists, a VASP may 
provide an indication to the MMS Relay/Server that this third party is expected to be charged for services which this 
VASP provides to any other user(s) on behalf of this third party. 

NOTE:  Warning. Usage of third party charging may lead to abuse. How to protect against this abuse is not in 
the scope of this specification. 

7.1.13.5 Message Distribution Indicator 

… 

8.7.1 Submitting a VAS MM 

This section addresses the operations necessary for a VASP to provide the service by sending a multimedia message to 
one or more subscribers or to a distribution list.  The involved abstract messages are outlined in Table 47 from type and 
direction points of view. 

Table 1: Abstract messages for submitting VAS message 

Abstract messages Type Direction 
MM7_submit.REQ Request VASP -> MMS Relay/Server 
MM7_submit.RES Response MMS Relay/Server -> VASP 

8.7.1.1 Normal Operation 

The VASP submits a message to the MMS Relay/Server by sending the MM7_submit.REQ supplying the multimedia 
message (MM) as the payload of the message.  The message may be directed to one or more subscribers or to a 
distribution list.  If the MMS Relay/Server accepts the submission, the MMS Relay/Server must send a 
MM7_submit.RES with a “success” status.  This in no way indicates that the MM was actually delivered to the 
destinations but states that the request has been accepted.  

Support for MM7_submit.REQ and MM7_submit.RES is mandatory for all MMS Relay/Servers that support MM7. 

8.7.1.2 Abnormal Operation 

The MMS Relay/Server should reject the MM7_submit.REQ if the VAS cannot be authorized or if the parameters of 
the request exceed the service level for the service being employed, or if the Relay/Server does not support third party 
charging.  Similarly, if none of the destinations can be resolved then the response status should indicate an error.  If one 
or several  (but not all) addresses can be resolved, the MMS Relay/Server should deliver the message to those addresses 
and respond to the VAS using the MM7_submit.RES with a partial success to the VASP.  Partial success does not 
indicate that the MM was actually delivered to the destinations but states that the request has been at least partially 
accepted. 
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8.7.1.3 Features 

Authorisation: The VASP must supply its own identifier or the VAS identifier as part of the request. 

Addressing: The VASP may direct the MM to a one or more subscribers or to a distribution list. In the addressing 
information, it may be indicated whether a recipient address is meant for informational purposes only or to be used for 
routing. The originator of a submitted MM may be indicated in addressing-relevant information field(s) of the 
MM7_submit.REQ 

Version: The MM7 protocol shall provide unique means to identify the version supported by both the MMS 
Relay/Server and VASP.  

Message Type: The type of message used on reference point MM7 indicating MM7_submit.REQ and 
MM7_submit.RES as such. 

Transaction Identification: The VASP shall provide an unambiguous transaction identification within an 
MM7_submit.REQ. The MM7_submit.RES shall unambiguously refer to the corresponding MM7_submit.REQ using 
the same transaction identification. 

Linked message identification: The VASP will supply a message identifier when submitting a message, that defines a 
correspondence to a previous message that was delivered by the MMS Relay/Server to the VASP  

Message class,  priority, and subject: The VASP may qualify the MM further by adding a message class, a priority 
and/or subject to the MM7_submit.REQ.  

Service code:  The VASP may mark the content of the message with a service code that may be transferred by the 
MMS Relay/Server in the form of charging information for use by the billing system to properly bill the user for the 
service being supplied. 

Time stamping: The VASP may time stamp the MM. 

Time constraints: The VASP may request an earliest desired time of delivery of the MM. The VASP may request a 
time of expiry for the MM 

Reply-Charging: The originator VASP may indicate that it wants to pay for a reply-MM and convey the reply-
charging limitations (e.g. the latest time of submission and/or the maximum size of a reply-MM) in the 
MM7_submit.REQ. 

Delivery reporting: The VASP may request a delivery report for the MM 

Read reporting: The VASP may request a read-reply report when the user has viewed the MM.  

Content adaptation restriction: The VASP may request that the content of the MM will not be subjected to content 
adaptation. 

Content type: The MIME type of the multimedia content shall always be identified in the MM7_submit.REQ.  

Content: The VASP may add content in the MM7_submit.REQ. 

Message identification: The MMS Relay/Server shall always provide a message identification for an MM, which it has 
accepted for submission in the MM7_submit.RES.  

Request status: The MMS Relay/Server shall indicate the status of the MM7_submit.REQ in the associated 
MM7_submit.RES. The reason code given in the status information element of the MM7_submit.RES may be 
supported with an explanatory text further qualifying the status.  

Charged-Party: The VASP may indicate in the MM7_submit.REQ which party is expected to be charged for an MM 
submitted by the VASP, e.g. the sending, receiving, both parties or neither. 

Charged party ID:  The address of the third party which is expected to pay for the MM. 

 

Message Distribution Indication: The VASP may indicate whether the content of the MM is intended for 
redistribution. 
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8.7.1.4 Information Elements 

Table 2: Information elements in the MM7_submit.REQ . 

Information element Presence Description 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM7_submit.REQ/ 

MM7_submit.RES pair. 
Message type Mandatory Identifies this message as a MM7_submit request. 
MM7 version Mandatory Identifies the version of the interface supported by the VASP 
VASP ID Optional Identifier of the VASP for this MMS Relay/Server. 
VAS ID Optional Identifier of the originating application. 
Sender address Optional The address of the MM originator. 
Recipient address Mandatory The address of the recipient MM. Multiple addresses are 

possible or the use of the alias that indicates the use of a 
distribution list. It is possible to mark an address to be used 
only for informational purposes. 

Service code Optional Information supplied by the VASP which may be included in  
charging information.  The syntax and semantics of the 
content of this information are out of the scope of this 
specification. 

Linked ID Optional This identifies a correspondence to a previous valid message 
delivered to the VASP. 

Message class Optional Class of the MM (e.g. advertisement, information service, 
accounting) 

Date and time Optional The time and date of the submission of the MM (time stamp). 
Time of Expiry Optional The desired time of expiry for the MM (time stamp). 
Earliest delivery time Optional The earliest desired time of delivery of the MM to the 

recipient (time stamp). 
Delivery report Optional A request for delivery report. 
Read reply Optional A request for confirmation via a read report to be delivered 

as described in section 8.1 
Reply-Charging Optional A request for reply-charging. 
Reply-Deadline Optional In case of reply-charging the latest time of submission of 

replies granted to the recipient(s) (time stamp). 
Reply-Charging-Size Optional In case of reply-charging the maximum size for reply-MM(s) 

granted to the recipient(s). 
Priority Optional The priority (importance) of the message. 
Subject Optional The title of the whole multimedia message. 
Adaptations Optional Indicates if VASP allows adaptation of the content (default 

True) 
Charged Party Optional An indication which party is expected to be charged for an 

MM submitted by the VASP, e.g. the sending, receiving, both 
parties third party or neither. 

Content type Mandatory The content type of the MM’s content. 
Content Optional The content of the multimedia message 
Message Distribution 
Indicator 

Optional If set to “false” the VASP has indicated that content of the 
MM is not intended for redistribution. 
If set to “true” the VASP has indicated that content of the MM 
can be redistributed. 

Charged Party ID Optional The address of the third party which is expected to pay for 
the MM 
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Table 3: Information elements in the MM7_submit.RES . 

Information element Presence Description 
Transaction ID Mandatory The identification of the MM7_submit.REQ/ 

MM7_submit.RES pair. 
Message type Mandatory Identifies this message as a MM7_submit response. 
MM7 version Mandatory Identifies the version of the interface supported by the MMS 

Relay/Server 
Message ID Conditional If status indicates success then this contains the MMS 

Relay/Server generated identification of the submitted 
message.  This ID may be used in subsequent requests and 
reports relating to this message. 

Request Status Mandatory Status of the completion of the submission, no indication of 
delivery status is implied. 

Request Status text Optional Text description of the status for display purposes, should 
qualify the Request Status. 

… 

Annex C (informative): 
Charging Data Records 
This annex describes information of MMs/abstract messages which may be required for inclusion into Charging Data 
Records (CDR's) for MMS for the purpose of Billing and Traceability. Further details on the CDR content and transport 
for MMS are described in the 3GPP TS 32.235 [59]. 

This list may include: 

- Message –ID of Multimedia Message 

- Recipient address(es) 

- Sender address 

- Message size 

- Time stamp  for submission time, earliest delivery time and time of expiry 

- Duration of transmission (for streaming purposes) 

- Duration of storage (in the MMS Relay/Server) 

- Type of message: (e.g. notification, message MM, delivery report, read-reply) 

- Bearer type used 

- Content information (e.g. audio, picture, video, text,) 

- Message class (e.g. advertisement/informational) 

- Delivery Report Request 

- Read Reply Request 

- Charging Indicator (e.g. Pre paid charging, Reply charging, Charged Party) 

- MM7 service code 

- MM Status (e.g. delivered, rejected, expired, delivery pending).  

- Indication of forwarding 

- Conversion of type and media 

- Priority of the MM 
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- Linked ID 

- VASP ID 

- VAS ID 

- Reply-Charging 

- Content type 

- Reply-Charging-ID 

- Charged Party, Charged Party ID 

- MCC + MNC 

The following information elements at least will be considered for the future.  

- 

- Identification if a message has been sent to a pre-defined group 

NOTE: Some of the above fields may not be available in the MMS Relay/Server e.g. due to network 
implementation options. Also some fields may not be directly available from MMS Relay/Server CDRs 
but defined in the Charging and Billing system.  

… 
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Table K.2: Mapping MM7_submit.REQ -> MM1_notification.REQ, MM1_Retrieve.RES  

Information  elements 
in MM7_submit.REQ 

Information elements in 
MM1_notification.REQ 

Information elements in 
MM1_retrieve.RES  

Message class Message class Message class 
Time of Expiry Time of expiry - 
Subject Subject Subject 
Priority Priority Priority 
Sender address Sender address Sender address 
Reply-Charging Reply-Charging Reply-Charging 
Reply-Deadline Reply-Deadline Reply-Deadline 
Reply-Charging-Size Reply-Charging-Size Reply-Charging-Size 
Transaction ID - - 
Message type - - 
MM7 version - - 
VASP ID - - 
VAS ID - - 
Recipient address - Recipient address 
Service code - - 
Linked ID - - 
Date and time - Date and time 
Earliest delivery time - - 
Delivery report - - 
Read reply - Read reply 
Adaptations - - 
Content type - Content type 
Content - Content 
Message Distribution Indicator Message Distribution Indicator Message Distribution Indicator 
Charged Party - - 
Charged Party ID - - 
- Message size - 
- Message Reference - 
- Stored - 
- Delivery report Delivery report 
- Reply-Charging-ID - 
- Element-Descriptor - 
- - Message ID 
- - MM State 
- - MM Flags 
- - Status 
- - Status Text 
- - Previously-sent-by 
- - Previously-sent-date-and-time  
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Table K.6: Mapping MM7_Submit.REQ -> MM4_Forward.REQ 

Information elements in 
MM4_Forward.REQ 

Information  elements in 
MM7_Submit.REQ 

3GPP MMS Version - 
Message Type - 
Transaction ID - 
Message ID - 
Recipient(s) address Recipient address 
Sender address Sender address 
Content type Content type 
Message class Message class 
Date and time Date and time 
Time of Expiry Time of Expiry 
Delivery report Delivery report 
Priority Priority 
Sender visibility - 
Read reply Read reply 
Subject Subject 
Acknowledgement Request - 
Forward counter - 
Previously-sent-by - 
Previously-sent-date and-time - 
Content Content 
- Transaction ID 
- Message type 
- MM7 version 
- VASP ID 
- VAS ID 
- Service code 
- Linked ID 
- Earliest delivery time 
- Reply-Charging 
- Reply-Deadline 
- Reply-Charging-Size 
- Adaptations 
- Distribution-Indicator 
- Charged Party ID 
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6.6 MM4: Interworking of different MMSEs 
Reference point MM4 between MMS Relay/Servers belonging to different MMSEs is used to transfer messages 
between them. Interworking between MMS Relay/Servers shall be based on SMTP according to STD 10 (RFC 2821) 
[22] as depicted in figure 5.  
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6.6 MM4: Interworking of different MMSEs 
Reference point MM4 between MMS Relay/Servers belonging to different MMSEs is used to transfer messages 
between them. Interworking between MMS Relay/Servers shall be based on SMTP according to STD 10 (RFC 2821) 
[22] as depicted in figure 5.  
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6.6 MM4: Interworking of different MMSEs 
Reference point MM4 between MMS Relay/Servers belonging to different MMSEs is used to transfer messages 
between them. Interworking between MMS Relay/Servers shall be based on SMTP according to STD 10 (RFC 2821) 
[22] as depicted in figure 5.  
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